Statistical and dynamical properties of a quasiparticle coupled to polarization vibrations in a dimer model are investigated using a full quantum-mechanical approach. The propagation of the system is described in terms of spin-boson coherent states and compared to various quasiclassical descriptions of the system. The spectrum of the energy eigenvalues and the level spacing distributions of the system are calculated and turn out to be almost regular, especially in the strong coupling limit. It is demonstrated that the usual quasiclassical approach to this problem is not quite satisfactory. This is because the quantum fluctuations in the spin variable give rise to entangled states and correlations which hence should be included in a quasiclassical description. We show that a limited but satisfactory quasiclassical approximation may be given using a suitable integrable reference Hamiltonian. ͓S1063-651X͑98͒11406-X͔ PACS number͑s͒: 82.20. Rp, 05.45.ϩb, 03.65.Sq 
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of the transfer of a quasiparticle ͑or a particle͒ coupled to vibrational modes has been under strong discussion in recent years. The Davydov model ͓1-3͔ leads to a coupled set of Schrödinger equations for the occupation amplitudes of the quasiparticle. The influence of vibronic bath variables on the excitation transfer was studied in the framework of generalized Master equation ͓4͔ and stochastic Liouville equation approaches ͓5͔. Eilbeck et al. ͓6͔ introduced the discrete self-trapping equation ͑DST͒ and studied the properties of stationary solutions. For the case of a symmetric dimer, Kenkre and Campbell ͓7͔ derived a closed nonlinear equation for the site-occupation probability difference in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions. They demonstrated the existence of a transition from a free to a selftrapped state. Later on this model was extended to include dissipation effects ͓8-10͔, asymmetry ͓11-15͔, and several other aspects ͓16-22͔. Recently the role of nonadiabatic couplings and the role of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in a stepwise quantization were studied ͓23,24͔.
However, it is still an open question whether such a ͑spin-1/2) system can be described in a quasiclassical manner at all ͓25,26͔. Furthermore, since the quasiclassical equations show pronounced chaos for strong coupling, it is interesting to ask what happens in the quantum system itself. This has been answered partially for higher ( jӷ1/2) spin representations ͓27,28͔. In Ref. ͓28͔ it was shown that in those systems the level spacing distribution tends to the universal one, expected in quantum systems where the classical dynamics shows chaos. However, for a two-level system ( jϭ1/2), the quantum dynamics is different although similar structures in classical and quantum Poincaré sections may be identified for intermediate coupling ͓29͔ .
Here, we will show that a complementary approach to the usual quasiclassical treatment of the spin-boson model may be more suitable for the spin-1/2 case. In Sec. II we present the Hamiltonian describing the system under consideration. The Hamiltonian can be split into a trivial and a nontrivial part, where the nontrivial part contains the coupling between the two subsystems ͑quasiparticle and vibrational degrees of freedom͒. The non-trivial part describes a harmonic oscillator coupled to a two-level system and is of a general type describing various physical situations in quantum optics ͓30-33͔. Furthermore, this system represents a model for energy transfer in molecular aggregates, in doped molecular crystals and for the tunneling of particles in two-state systems ͓4,5͔. In Sec. III A we investigate the dynamics of the system following the usual quasiclassical description. For strong coupling we find a pronounced chaotic behavior. The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian and the level spacing distributions are presented in Sec. III B. Apparently, the eigenvalues behave quite regularly, especially in the strong coupling limit. Thus we are led to search for the integrable part of the Hamiltonian responsible for this behavior ͑Sec. III C͒, which results in approximate expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ͑Sec. III D͒. With the results of Sec. III C we are able to derive new quasiclassical equations, which are not equivalent to the previous ones. Furthermore, these equations show that the system behaves regularly in the strong coupling limit ͑Sec. III F͒. In Sec. IV we introduce quasiprobability distributions and coherent states. The dynamical behavior of the system is illustrated by means of Q functions.
Various expectation values of interest are calculated and compared to the results of a pure classical description.
H exc describes the excitation of the quasiparticle and its transfer between the two sites. A n † ,A n (nϭ1,2) are creation and annihilation operators for the quasiparticle obeying Fermi commutation relations. n is the site energy of the quasiparticle at site n and T is the transfer matrix element ͑dipole-dipole interaction͒. Throughout this paper we use T ϭϪ0.5 in all numerical calculations. The vibrational modes are described by H vib , where n are the frequencies of the intramolecular vibrations at site n. B n † ,B n are the corresponding boson amplitude operators. The coupling between quasiparticle and vibrational degrees of freedom is specified by the interaction term H int , with coupling constants g n .
In order to simplify our Hamiltonian H tot , we assume that there is exactly one quasiparticle excited on the dimer:
Because of Eq. ͑3͒, the quasiparticle subsystem has the properties of a spin-1/2 system. Therefore we introduce three spin operators
instead of the four Fermi operators. The expectation value ͗ z ͘ corresponds to the occupation difference between the two sites of the dimer. Using Eq. ͑3͒, we can show that
is an integral of motion and therefore the motion in space ͑subspace of the quasiparticle͒ is restricted to the sphere ͑5͒, the so-called Bloch sphere. It is more convenient to use polar coordinates (,) in the figures instead of expectation values of the spin operators. The spin operators satisfy the commutation relation ( j,k,l cyclic͒
Furthermore, new boson operators
B 2 ϭb 1 sin ϩb 2 cos ͑6b͒ for the vibrational modes are introduced by a Bogoliubov transformation (tan ϭg 1 /g 2 ). It should be noticed that in the case of the symmetric dimer (g 1 ϭg 2 ), we have sin ϭcos ϭ1/ͱ2 and therefore the vibrational mode b 2 ,b 2 † corresponds to the difference of the original coordinates q 1 Ϫq 2 ͓with q n ϭ(B n ϩB n † )/ͱ2 n ͔. Substituting Eqs. ͑3͒-͑6͒ and 1 ϭ 2 ϭ: in Eq. ͑1͒ the total Hamiltonian splits into two parts:
Rewritten in terms of these operators, the Hamiltonian ͑7͒ reads
͑11͒
In this form, H can be thought of describing a spin x , y , z coupled to an harmonic oscillator Q, P via the interaction term ͱ2Q(Ϫ z ).
One way of assigning a classical interpretation to the quantum motion is to investigate the time dependence of the mean values, thus neglecting all fluctuations and correlations present in the quantum motion. In order to get the best correspondence between the classical and the quantum motion, the initial state should be an almost classical state, i.e., a state which has minimal fluctuations.
As the main assumption in our calculation, we use the initial spin-boson coherent state
where ͉q, p͘ represents a coherent state of the boson part and ͉s͘ a state of the two-level system ͉s͘ϭ͉,͘ϭsin ͑ /2͉͒↓͘ϩe
Ϫi cos ͑ /2͉͒↑͘. ͑13͒
The most reasonable approximation for the time propagation is the ansatz
This is reasonable only if ͉(t)͘ remains factorized and no entanglement will show up, i.e., the initial spin-boson coherent state should not develop as
where q 1 q 2 , p 1 p 2 . Inserting this ansatz into the time-dependent variational principle ͓34͔ ͑TDVP͒, and performing the variation with respect to the coordinates q(t), p(t), and the spin part ͉s(t)͘, we finally arrive at a classical set of differential equations for the behavior of the expectation values in this approximation ͑see Appendix A 2 for a detailed derivation͒: Here we give only a brief summary of the relevant results. The dynamics of the system in this approach is found to be both regular and chaotic. The transition from regular to chaotic behavior depends on the coupling strength and the total energy
of the system. The behavior can be analyzed by Poincaré sections in both subsystems, quasiparticle and oscillator. We used a fourth order Runge-Kutta method ͓36͔ in connection with a method proposed by Hénon ͓37͔ allowing us to find the intersections of a trajectory with the surface of section accurately. Despite the long integration range (t Ϸ10
3 ), the relative errors in the two known integrals of motion, namely, the energy ͑16͒ and the radius of the Bloch sphere ͑5͒, turned out to be less than 10 Ϫ7 . In Fig. 1 we show some typical Poincaré sections of the Bloch variables corresponding to the left turning point of the oscillator ( P ϭ0, Ṗ Ͼ0).
For small values of the coupling and low energies, the system shows regular behavior. If the energy exceeds some critical value, a stochastic layer in the vicinity of the symmetric ground state of the quasiparticle appears ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. Increasing the energy further, chaos spreads over large parts of the Bloch sphere, leaving islands of regular behavior in the region of the energetically higher antisymmetric state of the quasiparticle. For stronger coupling, the chaotic behavior already appears at the lowest allowed energies ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. For fixed energy, the chaotic region grows when the coupling is increased or when the oscillator frequency is decreased.
B. Spectral statistics
In the following, we restrict ourselves to the case of a symmetric dimer ͓ϭϭ0, cf. Eqs. ͑8a͒ and ͑8c͔͒. The Hamiltonian of the symmetric dimer,
is equivalent to the Jaynes-Cummings model ͓30-32͔, which is a basic model in quantum optics. The symmetric dimer is invariant under an exchange of the two sites, i.e., the parity operator
commutes with H. The eigenvalues of P are pϭϮ1 ͑even ͕ϩ͖ and odd ͕Ϫ͖ parity͒.
In order to calculate the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian ͑17͒ we expand the wave function ͉͘ into the simultaneous eigenvectors of b † b and z :
In the numerical calculations we have to truncate the sums in Eq. ͑19͒ at a finite number of terms, say N. Because the eigenvalues with even and odd parity are independent, the calculation of the eigenvalues reduces to the diagonalization of two tridiagonal real NϫN matrices, one for each parity ͕Ϯ͖. Plotting the energy spectrum the curves with different parity ͕Ϯ͖ intersect, whereas the curves with same parity show avoided level crossings ͑level repulsion͒. For a statistical analysis of the spectrum, we calculate the spectral staircase function ͑the integrated level density͒
which counts the number of energy levels below the energy E. N(E) can be divided into a smooth part N and a fluctuating part N fl . For our system the dominant behavior of the smooth part is a linear function of the energy
This is quite reasonable because the term b † b is the dominant part of the Hamiltonian ͑17͒, i.e., the mean level density -averaged over many (տ10) levels -does not depend on E. A more detailed investigation of the spectral staircase function N(E) shows that the deviation N͑E n ͒ϪN lin ͑ E n ͒ from the linear behavior is oscillating quite regularly, as shown in Fig. 2 . The frequency of the oscillations depends on E. When studying statistical properties of the spectrum one should take this apparently nonstatistical contribution into account in the smooth part N . Thus we have
If the smooth part N of the staircase function is known, the usual approach is to pass from the set of eigenvalues ͕E n ͖ to the unfolded spectrum ͕E n Ј͖ using the smooth part N of the staircase function:
͑22͒
The unfolded spectrum ͕E n Ј͖ has a mean of unity ͑the quantities E n Ј are dimensionless͒.
In order to understand this apparently regular behavior of the energy eigenvalues we consider the strong coupling limit analytically. This is done in the following section. The results of both exact numerical calculation and approximate analytical treatment are presented in Sec. III E.
FIG. 1. Poincaré sections for weak (␥ϭ1, ␥ϭ2/) and strong coupling (␥ϭ4). In the former case ͑a͒ the formation of a stochastic layer in the vicinity of the separatrix can be seen if the energy exceeds a critical value (Eϭ3.0). In the latter case ͑b͒ the whole Bloch sphere shows chaotic behavior at this energy. Chaos spreads over large parts of the Bloch sphere already for lower energies ͓e.g., Eϭ0.3 in ͑b͔͒. In the upper part of ͑b͒ we see remaining regular elliptic islands. The region near (,)ϭ(Ϯ,/2) is not accessible because the energy (Eϭ0.3) of the system is too low ͓cf. Eq. ͑16͔͒.
FIG. 2. Difference between the staircase function N(E)
and its dominant ͑linear͒ part N lin as a function of n ͑number of the eigenvalue͒. As one can easily see, the deviation is oscillating regularly. This nonstatistical contribution has to be considered in the smooth part N of the staircase function and not in the fluctuation part N fl .
C. The strong coupling limit
In this section we want to investigate the behavior of the system for strong coupling , the range where the quasiclassical equations ͑15͒ show dominant regions of chaos in phase space. We will show that in the strong coupling limit the system is in fact nearly integrable, in the sense that we can give analytical expressions for eigenvalues and eigenvectors to this Hamiltonian to a reasonable accuracy ͑see also the derivations in Ref.
͓38͔͒. This will be done by a suitable transformation to a new Hamiltonian ͑27͒, which extracts the integrable part of the original Hamiltonian ͑17͒. Furthermore, the quasiclassical equations ͑33͒ coming from this transformed Hamiltonian H show a pronounced regular behavior and the strange level spacing distribution can be reproduced analytically.
For strong coupling , the dynamics of the system is essentially governed by the combined vibronic and two-level normal mode oscillations originating from the diagonalization of the part
of the Hamiltonian H. Using the unitary transformation
the part H vib,int can be put into diagonal form. The transformation U(/) results in a replacement of the operators according to
where Ϯ represent the spin flip operators
Applying the transformations to the Hamiltonian H we get the transformed one H ϭU Ϫ1 HU as
͑26͒
The parity operator ͑18͒ remains invariant under the transformation ͑24͒, U Ϫ1 P UϭP. Instead of b,b † , we again introduce the operators Q and P ͑10͒ of the harmonic oscillator and reexpress the Hamiltonian ͑26͒ in terms of these operators:
͑27͒
For simplicity of notation, we introduced the abbreviations ␥ϭ2/ and ␥Јϭ␥ͱ2/. This Hamiltonian will be the starting point of a second approach to a mixed quantumclassical description ͑see Sec. III F͒.
D. Approximate calculation of the eigenvalues
As already mentioned above, the transformation U diagonalizes the part H vib,int explicitly. The calculation presented below is a kind of perturbative treatment of the remaining part H exc ϭT x , i.e., the approximation is valid for the strong coupling-high energy case.
Calculating the eigenvalues of the transformed Hamiltonian ͑26͒, we neglect the contribution of nondiagonal boson matrix elements ͗n͉H ͉m͘, n m.
The diagonal boson matrix elements are
where L n are the Laguerre polynomials ͓40͔. In this approximation the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for even (ϩ) and odd (Ϫ) parity are explicitly given by
͑28͒
The corresponding eigenvectors can be written as a superposition
where ͉↑͘ and ͉↓͘ are eigenstates of z and ͉n͘ are eigenstates of b † b. Thus the eigenvectors ͉ n Ϯ ͘ have the following parity:
The results of the approximate analytical calculation of the eigenvalues ͑28͒ and the exact numerical results are presented in the following section.
E. Results for the spectral statistics
In order to avoid nonuniformities at the lower end of the spectrum and truncation effects in the highest levels we used only levels from an intermediate energy range for the statistics. Furthermore it is necessary to check how many levels are reliable.
In Fig. 3 we compare the eigenvalues Ẽ n ͓Eq. ͑28͒, strong coupling-high energy approximation͔ to those obtained by the exact numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian ͑17͒. Evidently the approximation holds for large coupling constants ␥. The energy range in Fig. 3 starts with eigenvalue number 100. For higher energies the agreement is better than for smaller energies.
Because only the linear part of the staircase function is known, the spectra were unfolded using this linear part
͑31͒
The distributions of the level spacings s n ϭE nϩ1 Ј ϪE n Ј of the exact and the approximate calculations are compared in Fig.  4 . Obviously the distributions show no significant differences. Even for small coupling ͓␥ϭ1, Fig. 4͑a͔͒ , where the approximation is not too good for the levels, there are only nonsignificant differences in the distribution of the spacings. That is, the level spacing distribution can be explained using the approximate energies ͑28͒ coming from the diagonal contribution of the transformed Hamiltonian ͑26͒. In particular, the absence of small spacings, that have previously been interpreted as an evidence for quantum chaos ͓23,41͔ can be attributed to the integrable part
of the system ͓cf. Eq. ͑28͔͒. As already mentioned above, one should take the regular oscillations N osc into account in the smooth part N of the spectral staircase function. If we consider the eigenvalues coming from the approximate calculation ͑28͒ as the regular part of the spectrum, the distribution of the differences s n ϵE n ϪẼ n is Poissonian, which is typical for the level spacing distributions of integrable systems. FIG. 3 . Eigenvalues from an intermediate energy range ͑levels 100-120͒. The solid lines show the exact numerical calculations, whereas the dashed lines were calculated using the approximation described in the text. ͑a͒ presents an overview over a large range of the coupling (␥ϭ2/). Evidently the approximation does not hold for small couplings. For higher values of the coupling the approximation is in good agreement with the exact numerical calculations. ͑b͒ is a magnification of the lower right corner of ͑a͒. The number of Fock states is Nϭ800 and the corresponding eigenfunctions have odd parity.
FIG. 4.
Comparison of the level spacing distribution between the exact numerical calculation ͑solid lines͒ and the approximation described in the text ͑dashed lines͒. Although the approximation is valid only for large coupling strengths and high energies, the approximation leads to good results for the level statistics, even in the case of weak coupling ͑a͒. For higher coupling ͑b͒ the agreement is even better.
F. Second approach to a mixed quantum-classical description
In the same way as for the Hamiltonian ͑7͒, we can derive quasiclassical equations of motion for the transformed system H :
Like Eq. ͑7͒ this Hamiltonian describes a harmonic oscillator coupled to a spin. However, the coupling between the spin and the oscillator is now a parametriclike coupling in which the frequency of the spin motion depends on the oscillator through higher powers of the momentum operator P. We use the same ansatz as in Sec. III A, i.e.,
where ͉q (t),p (t)͘ is a Bose coherent state and ͉s(t)͘ a pure quantum state of the spin subsystem. Performing the variation with respect to the coordinates q (t), p (t), and the spin part ͉s(t)͘, we get the following mixed set of equations ͑see Appendix A 3 for detailed derivations͒: i.e., the spin will hardly show any motion. For the oscillator we have q Ϸp , ṗ ϭϪ 2 q . ͑34b͒
Thus oscillator and spin are almost decoupled and the system is nearly integrable.
In the small coupling case (Ӷ) the Hamiltonian is almost integrable as well because in this case the two subsystems are nearly decoupled. Thus in both limiting cases, the classical system of H shows regular behavior. Comparing the above equations ͑33͒ to the Heisenberg equations for the operators k ,
and the operators Q and P,
we recognize the same structure. The transfer matrix element T, however, is effectively reduced to
which is caused by the fluctuations
in the boson mode.
IV. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL DYNAMICS

A. Time evolution and initial states
In this section we investigate the time evolution of the state vector ͉(t)͘ for various initial conditions. The time propagation has been calculated in the basis of the simultaneous eigenvectors of b † b and z as in Eq. ͑19͒:
In this representation the Schrödinger equation
for the Hamiltonian ͑7͒ is equivalent to the set of first order differential equations for the coefficients C n ↑ (t) and C n ↓ (t):
with the matrix elements
ϩͱnϩ1␦ n,mϪ1 ͒,
The time evolution has been calculated for certain initial spin-boson coherent states
i.e., coherent states for both subsystems. The coefficients are given by
In order to get a valuable image of the inherent correlations and fluctuations of the quantum motion, we illustrate the dynamical behavior by means of the four Q functions Q j , jϭ0, . . . ,3
The representation in terms of Q functions proves to be most suitable, because they are built upon coherent states and thus reflect most of the classical dynamics hidden in the quantum motion ͓39,42-45͔.
B. Time propagation in the transformed system
The time dependence of a state vector ͉(t)͘ governed by the original Hamiltonian H ͑7͒ may equivalently be described by a state vector ͉ (t)͘ governed by the Hamiltonian H ͑26͒:
The relation between corresponding states
and operators X ϭUXU Ϫ1 is given via the unitary transformation U(/). For an initially coherent state
where ␥Јϭ(2/)ͱ2/ as before. Considering the dynamics of the transformed system ͑27͒, it is found from the classical equations ͑33͒ that -in the strong coupling limit -the spin part shows only a minor time dependence, whereas the boson mode performs a simple rotation in its phase space, the (q,p) plane.
C. Trapped states
Starting with a spin-boson coherent state polarized in positive z direction,
one has to consider the time dependence of the state ͉ 0 ͘ where
͑41͒
This is obviously a spin-boson coherent state with q 0 ϭq 0 Ϫ␥Ј/2, p 0 ϭ p 0 . In the transformed system the classical motion shows only a simple time dependence ͓cf. Eq. ͑34͔͒. The spin remains almost constant,
whereas the boson part performs a simple rotation in the oscillator phase space:
The time dependence of ͉ (t)͘ can now be approximated by the expression
The additional phase (t) accounts for the time dependence of the quantum phase, see Appendix A. In the original system ͑applying the transformation U to the corresponding operators͒ q(t) and p(t) are explicitly given by q͑t ͒ϭ␥Ј/2ϩ͑ q 0 Ϫ␥Ј/2͒ cos ͑ t ͒ϩ͑ p 0 / ͒ sin ͑ t ͒, p͑t ͒ϭ p 0 cos ͑ t ͒Ϫ͑ q 0 Ϫ␥Ј/2͒ sin ͑ t ͒.
Hence ͉(t)͘ will perform an elliptic motion around the center qϭ␥Ј/2, pϭ0 where the two major axes are given by ⌬qϭq 0 Ϫ␥Ј/2 and ⌬pϭ p 0 . In particular, for the initial state q 0 ϭ␥Ј/2 and p 0 ϭ0, the state vector will show no motion and thus will appear to be trapped at this point. Obviously the same arguments will hold for a state polarized in negative z direction:
In this case, ͉(t)͘ will perform an elliptic motion around the center qϭϪ␥Ј/2, pϭ0 with the two major axes given by ⌬qϭq 0 ϩ␥Ј/2 and ⌬ pϭp 0 . For the initial state q 0 ϭ Ϫ␥Ј/2 and p 0 ϭ0 the state vector will appear to be trapped as well. Thus the state vectors
will remain almost constant in time. This fits perfectly to the exact quantum treatment calculated numerically using the expansion ͑36͒ for the state vector. The infinite sums were truncated at an appropriate number of states N. This number is determined by the dynamical behavior of the system. One has to make sure that the contribution of the states with n ϾN is negligible by checking the distributions of ͉C n ↑ (t)͉ 2 and ͉C n ↓ (t)͉ 2 which must decrease sufficiently fast for n →N.
D. States starting in the ''vicinity'' of a trapped state
For states starting in the ''vicinity'' of a trapped state we expect that the spin state remains nearly constant, whereas the oscillator will perform a rotation in the phase space around the center (q tr ϩ , p tr ϩ ), the location of the trapped state. In Fig. 5 such a state
starting in the ''vicinity'' of the trapped one is plotted. The Q function performs the expected rotation in the phase space of the oscillator. The circle corresponding to the rotation is plotted as a dash-dotted line in the figure. At least the oscillator variables can be described by the classical treatment ͓see Fig. 6͑a͔͒ . The spin variables show very small oscillations but the behavior of the mean value of the spin operator varies smoothly as compared to the fast oscillations of its quasiclassical counterparts ͓Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑c͔͒.
E. Switching the spin orientation
The next initial state we want to discuss is
i.e., the boson part fits to the trapped state ͉ tr ϩ ͘, but the state of the spin system is switched from ͉↑͘ to ͉↓͘. For this state we can -as a simple approximation -assume that it behaves like a state starting near the trapped state ͉ tr Ϫ ͘ and thus performs a rotation around the center (q tr Ϫ , p tr Ϫ ). But we have to stress that it is starting at a considerable distance from the point (q tr Ϫ , p tr Ϫ ). In Fig. 7 we have plotted the time evolution of the Q function Q 3 for this state. We recognize the largest peak rotating around the center (q tr Ϫ , p tr Ϫ ) ͑dash-dotted circle͒. The negative values of Q 3 show that this rotating peak is correlated with the spin state ͉↓͘.
The additional small structures, which become more and more enhanced as time goes on, can be addressed to small, but still existing correlations. Regarding the time evolution of this state it is obvious that the state splits into three coherently superposed packets, which are themselves correlated with different spin states.
We also perceive that up to tϭ4 the quasiclassical and quantum trajectories lie close together. Later in time they drift more and more away from each other. This is due to the contribution of the additional structures. The classical trajectory apparently follows the peak moving outside the dashdotted circle.
F. Superposition of states
Now we consider as an initial condition a spin-boson coherent state polarized in the positive x direction:
The transformed state can be expressed as a superposition of two states
where the two parts are given by
Obviously ͉ 0 ͘ does not represent a simple product state as in Sec. IV C, however, it may be interpreted as the superposition of the two orthogonal spin-boson coherent states ͉ 0 ϩ ͘ and ͉ 0 Ϫ ͘ which are nearly dynamically independent.
In Fig. 8 , we have illustrated the time evolution of such a state, namely,
The quantum motion is thus the superposition coming from the nearly independent motion of the two spin-boson coherent states as discussed in the previous sections. At first we have the trapped state ͉ 0 ϩ ͘ ͑see Sec. IV C͒ which is almost motionless. On the other hand, we have the state discussed in Sec. IV E. In Fig. 8 both parts can be identified clearly. The values of Q 3 show that the moving peak is correlated with the spin state ͉↓͘ whereas the trapped peak is correlated with the spin state ͉↑͘.
Thus we have strong correlations realized by the two peaks moving in the phase space of the oscillator where ͑in contrast to the initial state͒ each peak is now correlated with a different spin orientation. The time evolution of the corresponding state shows an extremely nonclassical behavior, which can not be described by a product ansatz ͉͑t ͒͘ ͉q͑t ͒, p͑t ͒͘ ͉s͑t ͒͘.
Here the quasiclassical and quantum trajectories drift away from each other very early. A quasiclassical description is not possible for such a state.
However, since the overlap between both ''partial states'' is negligible, it is possible to interpret the respective time evolution with the help of two coherently superposed states, if one includes the additional phase coming from the TDVP ͑see Appendix A 1͒.
G. Time evolution of the occupation difference
In Fig. 9 the quantum mean values s z for the different initial states described above are plotted:
Quantum expectation values ͑solid lines͒ vs quasiclassical description ͓dashed lines, respectively dotted lines in ͑b͔͒ for the oscillator coordinate q(t) and the occupation difference s z (t) for the same initial state as in Fig. 5 . There is no significant difference between quantum and quasiclassical calculation concerning the oscillator variables, whereas the quantum mean value s z (t) of the spin operator varies smoothly as compared to its quasiclassical counterpart.
First, in Fig. 9͑a͒ we have the trapped state where the spin is nearly constant as it is expected from the quasiclassical description.
The strange time dependence of s z in Figs. 9͑b͒ and 9͑c͒ cannot be described by the simple product ansatz ͑14͒, but may be captured by an improved description including entangled states in the quasiclassical treatment using the TDVP.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the properties of a system described by a harmonic oscillator coupled to a two-level system. This model describes various interesting physical situations, e.g., a quasiparticle coupled to polarization vibrations in a dimer model. Such dimers may be realized as molecular dimers or as dimer traps in, e.g., an organic solid. Dimers are also frequently used model systems for the investigation of the electronic energy transport in solids. Thus a more thorough understanding of the energy transport in dimers also contributes to a better understanding of the energy transport in solid.
We used an approach complementary to the usual quasiclassical treatment. Identifying an integrable Hamiltonian in the strong coupling case, we found that, especially in the strong coupling limit, the system is nearly integrable in contrast to the pronounced chaotic behavior of the usual quasiclassical description. Although both Hamiltonians considered are equivalent ͑related by a unitary transformation U), the resulting quasiclassical equations are not.
Furthermore, the two sets of quasiclassical equations lead to a qualitatively different behavior. The reason for these discrepancies is that the unitary transformation U will turn a product state into an entangled state and vice versa. Thus the transition from the quantum description to the quasiclassical approximation depends on the selection of a suitable reference Hamiltonian.
If the entire time evolution given by the Schrödinger equation of an initial product state of coherent states can be expressed as a product state ͉q͑t ͒, p͑t ͒͘ ͉s͑t ͒͘ϭexp ͑ ϪiH t͉͒q͑0͒,p͑0͒͘ ͉s͑0͒͘ in the course of time, the corresponding quasiclassical equations derived from H are expected to give reasonable results. Therefore the quasiclassical description can only be adequate for certain initial conditions of the system. In a spin-1/2 system, however, the quantum fluctuations in the spin variables are very large ͑of order ͗͘). This leads to highly entangled states which are very common in this model. Thus a reasonable description of such systems with inherent large quantum fluctuations and thus extremely nonclassical states should be described by tools, which include both fluctuations and entanglement of the two subsystems, in a straightforward manner. This will lead to more degrees of freedom in the TDVP. The main purpose of the paper was the investigation of the connection between the full quantum-mechanical solution and various classical approximations in the strong coupling case. An experimental test of the results should be possible on systems mentioned in the Introduction and above using short-time, pump-probe, coherent, or Raman spectroscopy.
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We appreciate valuable discussions with A. Engelmann. There are various qualitatively different ways to construct mixed equations of motion where one component of the system is treated classically and the other purely quantum mechanically. The most reasonable approach is to write down the equation of motion for the classical part and the Schrö-dinger equation for the quantum part. The coupling between these two components is approximated by a coupling taking into account only the expectation values of the quantum system. This may be considered as a self-consistent or meanfield approximation to the combined dynamics. However, one should keep in mind that following this procedure certainly neglects the fluctuations present in the nearly classical system. Even more restrictive, also certain correlations which will show up as time goes on are not included here.
In order to deal with these aspects in a uniform way we use the time-dependent variational principle ͓34͔ to construct self-consistent equations of motion for mixed quantum-classical systems. This formalism takes the quantum fluctuations, present in the nearly classical system, into account in a straightforward manner. Further this method is -depending on the ansatz -capable of accounting for entangled states, which might occur in the course of time. The TDVP is based on the simple fact that the stationary points c (t) of the action functional
(͉͗͘ϭ1) are just the solutions of the Schrödinger equation ͓46͔. As a brief example let us consider a harmonic oscillator, the subsystem 1, coupled to a second ͑quantum͒ system. The Hamiltonian of the combined system reads Hϭ 1 2 ͑ P 2 ϩ 2 Q 2 ͒ϩH 2 ϩF 1 ͑ Q, P ͒F 2 , ͑A2͒
where F 1 depends only on the operators Q, P of subsystem 1, H 2 is the Hamiltonian of the subsystem 2, and F 2 depends only on operators of subsystem 2. Assuming that the combined quantum system behaves nearly classically, i.e., the correlation between boson (q,p) and spin () degrees of freedom are negligible, we are led to the factorized ansatz ͉͑t ͒͘ϭe i͑t ͒ ͉q͑t ͒, p͑t ͒͘ ͉͑t ͒͘, ͑A3͒
where ͉q(t),p(t)͘ is a coherent state of the oscillator and ͉(t)͘ is a state of the second subsystem alone. The reason for inserting the phase (t) will become clear later. However, since the phase (t) enters into the Lagrangian L only via a total time derivative, itself will not appear in the equations of motion. Due to this gauge invariance of the equation of motion with respect to the phase , it has to be fixed in addition according to ͵ dt͗͑t͉͕͒Ϫi‫ץ‬ t ϩH͖͉͑t͒͘ϭ0. ͑A5͒ Therefore the phase may be omitted in the construction of the quasiclassical equations of motion for this combined subsystem.
Equations from the Hamiltonian H
To derive the quasiclassical equations from the Hamiltonian H of the first approach ͑11͒ we use the TDVP ansatz ͉͑t ͒͘ϭ͉q͑ t ͒, p͑t ͒͘ ͉s͑t ͒͘. ͑A6͒
Inserting this into the Lagrangian L and performing the variation with respect to the coordinates q(t), p(t), and the spin part ͉s(t)͘ we finally arrive at a coupled set of differential equations for the approximate behavior of the mean values (s k ϭ͗s͉ k ͉s͘):
ṡ y ϭ2͑Ϫͱ2q ͒s x Ϫ2Ts z , ͑A7b͒ ṡ z ϭ2Ts y , ͑A7c͒
and the oscillator variables q ϭ p, ͑A7d͒ ṗ ϭϪ 2 qϩͱ2͑s z Ϫ͒. ͑A7e͒
It is worthwhile to note that these equations take the same form as if one calculates the Heisenberg equations and then passes to a classical description by considering all operators FIG. 9 . Time evolution of the occupation difference s z (t) ͑quantum-mechanical treatment͒ for the strong coupling case (␥ ϭ4). The initial state corresponding to ͑a͒ is the trapped state ͉ tr ϩ ͘, whereas the initial states for ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ are the same as in Fig. 7 , respectively, Fig. 8. as c-numbers. Both prescriptions coincide here but only because the various operators of the subsystems occur only in linear combinations.
Equations from Hamiltonian H
To derive the quasiclassical equations for the Hamiltonian of the second approach ͑27͒, we use the same formalism as in the preceding section and we get the following set of differential equations (s k ϭ͗s͉ k ͉s͘): Unlike in the preceding section, these equations are not linear in Q and P, which effectively leads to the modification of the transfer matrix element T discussed in Sec. III F.
